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was interviewed at 
Camp Delta, U.S.  Naval Base  Guantanamo Bay,  Cuba by Special Agents 

UNCIS) and) 	 )(FBI). 	Linguist 
provi e• 	 'translation as needed, however the 

majority of the interview was conducted in English. 
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b7F -1 complained about his treatment, the living 
conditions, an t at his leg restraints were too tight. MPs 
checked the leg restraints and determined  they were  properly 
secured. Following the MPs assessment,)  	Istated  he would 
not speak until the restraints were loosened.) Was given 
the opportunity to ask the MPs to loosen the restraints, however he 
refused. The MPs exited the room and the interview commenced. 

Throughout the interview,) 	 )continually returned 
to his mistreatment by MPs.  I 	 'cited the promises of 
previous interrogators  as the reason he would not talk or 
cooperate.) 	 )expanded the previous comment stating 
previous interrogators told him his case was finished and he would 
be released soon. 
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!was advised that cooperation would be speed  his 
 release 	ana tnat ne needed to be truthful to interrogators. 

(was 	confronted  with the inconsistencies of his previous 
st.olIeb'. I 	 'acknowledged  that he provided false  accounts 
in the past, Duc it 	was because 	 (told him to 
lie to the Americans once he was in our custo y. 
not elaborate which stories were false and which were truttaul, 
however he did say that he has already provided a truthful account. 

	 'advised that he would provide an accurate account 
of his life,  travel, and relationships during the next interview. 

advised that he did not want to die in Cuba. 
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